ACSMC Rally Championship Newsletter – May 2018
Six championship contenders attended the Corinium Stages on 5th May. An absolutely gorgeous day
saw a good turn out for the event, with the Drivers Briefing in bright sunshine.

For friends Dean Long and Jon Barrett from the Isle of Wight in their Subaru Impreza it was a very
special day, as it was only Dean’s second rally and Jon’s very first.

The day started well and they passed the sound check at the end of SS1. Dean said “I loved that first
stage, although we did get caught behind someone at the split.”

Chris Selfe and Paul Lowman, CMSG contenders in their BMW M3 also commented on SS1, with
Chris saying “Dust was making visibility difficult. I clipped a chicane and I even followed another car
the wrong way at one point. It is still better than it was in the wet last year!
By the end of SS2 Dean and Jon found themselves 19th overall, having posted times of 6:43 and 6:23.

Then, disaster struck! Whilst lining up for SS3, an electrical fault left them with no power at all and
they had to withdraw. They were able to sort the problem and managed to enjoy some fun in the
last two stages of the day. At the end of SS7 Dean told me that he still had a gremlin, with the main
relay cutting out when the car became hot on the start line. They were very happy to complete the

rally. Fellow Islanders Wayne Hole and Joseph Moore in their Ford Escort Mark 1 did not have a
completely straightforward day either. In the first two stages, Wayne felt that there was a problem
with the handling.

At the end of SS2, with a little more time to check on things, the problem was diagnosed as a slight
oil leak, from the ‘O’ ring in the differential, which was putting oil on to the brakes.

After SS4, the car was stopping a lot better and felt good. In only their third rally, they had
progressed to 23rd overall at this point and their time in SS6 was 13 seconds faster than SS5 with
Wayne saying that he was “very happy”. The longer SS7 was “hard work” but by the end, with the
car still looking fantastic, Wayne said “I really enjoyed it.” They finished 20th overall, 10th in class.

Fellow Ford entrants, Roger and Cameron Ray, in their Fiesta XR2, climbed from 25th overall at the
end of SS2 to 17th overall at the end, 4th in class.

After SS4, Roger told me “The gears are a bit notchy and we are losing oil with it breathing a bit
heavily. That is not unusual though.”

Pete Wilkins and Dave Allinson were in their BMW M3 and Pete described SS1 as “Nice.” The most
incredible thing about their service area was the air of calm. Every time I visited, everything was
clearly under control. This resulted in them finishing 25th overall, 5th in class, with just a tiny dent in
one wing which, when asked about, saw Pete just smile. The only other damage was a turned up
wing mirror at the end of SS6.

The other two ACSMC cars 53 and 70 both had something in common, having been driven to the
venue and needing to be driven home, in true Clubmans fashion.

Suze and Matt Endean in the Nissan Micra enjoyed the first couple of stages.

At the end of SS2, Suze said “It is good, having not been for a few years.”

At the end of SS4 the car seemed to be struggling to tickover, but a nice break over lunch resolved
that. A solid afternoon saw them finish 37th overall, 5th in class.

Joseph Keen and Sophie Buckland in their MG ZR had a trying couple of stages to begin with. The
brakes smelled extremely hot when they exited the first stage, but that did not stop them improving
by 14 seconds in the next one.

Then, at the end of SS6, they came back into service with significant damage on the front offside. It
turned out that they had gone into the second chicane flat, hitting the pallets and two hay bales.
Thankfully, the damage was all cosmetic and, despite Sophie being in some pain after the impact,
they finished the rally in 37th overall, 7th in class.

Elsewhere in the field, Gordon Higgins and Paul Baker in their Ford Escort Mark 2 ended SS2 with
their rear lights hanging off! Bill Bradford and Matt Lloyd also damaged the rear of their Ford Escort
Mark 2 in SS3.

The pace was clearly hotting up, with Jim Munden and Spencer Chard catching a pallet on the
chicane. Jim was smiling though “Wings are cheap!” he said.

Sarah White and Michael Stewart exited SS1 with the boot of their Vauxhall Corsa wide open! At the
end of the next stage, this time with the boot firmly closed, Sarah told me “I have no idea when or
where that happened. I remember closing the boot before we left service and then it was open
when we finished!”

At the end of SS4, I learned that this was only Sarah’s third rally. Having been co-driving for 18 years
she was now trying the other seat. “I just want to bring Dad’s car home straight.” She had also had a
nasty surprise in SS4 when a car in front of her threw up a stone and a loud bang and chipped the
windscreen. SS7 was said to be fun and she did finish with the car straight, albeit with lots of smoke
billowing from the exhaust and a complete engine rebuild ahead.
David Fletcher and Caroline Brampton were competing in their BMW 328i and were having fun, with
David telling me that he was “Hot, from running hard and enjoying myself.” Unfortunately, they
spluttered out of SS7, with terminal engine problems.
James Crossland and Dave Owen were also running hard in their BMW 325i, leaving SS4 with a dent
in the front wing and a mudflap broken.
Toby Burton and Jamie Insley were having problems with the fan in their Nissan Micra, which was far
from ideal on such a hot day. Some clever thinking from one of their crew saw them use the
spotlight wiring to allow them to manually switch the fan on and off from inside the car. Toby then
exited SS7 with a big grin on his face, saying “that was a long one!”
Katie Haley-Roebuck and Mick Harris came out of SS5 with rather a lot of hay hanging out of the
front of their Citröen C2. At the end of SS6 Katie was smiling and said “I did not hit it this time!” The
end of SS7 saw the nearside wing mirror missing. When asked if she had been shedding weight the
answer was “I did not need it anyway!”
Rick Neale and Edward Gamble had been running well in their Davrian Dragon Mark 8 but did not
appear at the end of SS7. This would appear to have been down to a mechanical issue.

The end of a hot day saw Adrian Baker mopping his brow, Steven White and Shaun Layland with a
puncture and the offside rear tyre hanging off and John Petrie with the biggest grin of all. He said
“That is 20 starts and 20 finishes” which is some record.
Josh Payton and Marcus Mizen took the fastest time of the day and overall win in their awesome
Ford Escort Mark 2.

We now look forward to the next round, the TSH Stages on – 19th/20th May 2018.
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